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April 29, 2024 Just Added

Audition for DanceAction (BIPOC & Immigrant

Artists of any gender encouraged)
We are DanceAction, a contemporary dance company based

in New York that creates collaborative performing artworks.

Our works reflect social realities that concern people,

relationships, and social justice.  We are looking for 2

Dancers/Performers/Movers residing in New York City to join

the company this Spring and participate in its programming

through the Fall. BIPOC and Immigrant Artists of any…
 April 29, 2024 Just Added

Audition for Peridance Ensemble
Peridance Ensemble • A Contemporary Collective ABOUT

Peridance Ensemble is a new performance-based program

for dancers between the ages of 17 and 23, which is

designed to reflect the experience of being in a professional

company. The program is structured to cultivate their artistry

through technical training, collaborative rehearsal process,
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and performance.  The ensemble serves as a launchpad…
 April 25, 2024

Open Call for Contemporary and Cultural Dancers
Open Call for Contemporary and Cultural Dancers,    Seeking

experienced and professional contemporary and cultural

dancers who are able to attend weekly rehearsals (paid at

$25/rehersal) and for performances (paid between $100-

$400/performance). The ideal candidate will be able to work

cooperatively and have experience in working with mixed

dance styles. The performance season is between May-

December…
 April 25, 2024

FX Limited Series Seeking 40-60 year old Dancer Double to

Sissy Spacek
DANCER TO DOUBLE AS SISSY SPACEK Character portrayed is

female, 40s - 60s, White, 5'2" in height, slight build, physically similar

to Sissy Spacek. This role requires strong dance background.  The

character is part of a hallucination sequence Molly experiences while in

hospice.  Character will be wearing a large, full face headpiece to

resemble a dog and will dance around as part of the

hallucination.  Actor…
 April 24, 2024

Marie-Christine Giordano Dance is looking for

dancers/apprentices
This is an opportunity for strong, experienced and

professional dancers with versatility in modern and ballet. You

are a dancer that likes to work in depth and nuances. You

want to keep growing. You are available on Wednesdays

and/or Thursdays. You are NOT auditioning for the

experience but with every intent to be chosen. You are NOT

looking for a quick gig for a couple of months but for an

opportunity…
 April 22, 2024

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY!
The FTS Movement Intensive is a 4-day training experience

designed for movement artists looking to expand their

movement knowledge by reconnecting with rooted ancestral

practices. This 4-day activation will guide you into the sacred

world of movement healing arts. Our curriculum integrates

disciplines such as martial arts, dance, fine arts and sound

healing. Join us for an unparalleled movement exploration…
 April 22, 2024

Peridance Ensemble
Peridance Ensemble • A Contemporary Collective ABOUT

Peridance Ensemble is a new performance-based program

for dancers between the ages of 17 and 23, which is

designed to reflect the experience of being in a professional

company. The program is structured to cultivate their artistry

through technical training, collaborative rehearsal process,

and performance.  The ensemble serves as a launchpad…
 April 22, 2024
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Artist Afternoons is a multidisciplinary performance series inviting 3

artists a month to perform their work in a community setting.  We are

springing into May for our next Artist Afternoons and are thrilled to

start off the month with some inspiring art. We have a new mix of

incredible artists that include a poet, dancer, and filmmaker. We’re so

excited to be immersed in their artistry. Doors…
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